We consider a general initial state for inflation as the mechanism for generating scaledependent hemispherical asymmetry. An observable scale-dependent non-Gaussianity is generated that leads to observable hemispherical asymmetry from the super-horizon long mode modulation. We show that the amplitude of dipole asymmetry falls off exponentially on small angular scales which can address the absence of dipole asymmetry at these scales. In addition, depending on the nature of non-vaccum initial state, the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry has oscillatory features which can be detected in a careful CMB map analysis. Furthermore, we show that the non-vacuum initial state provides a natural mechanism for enhancing the super horizon long mode perturbation as required to generate the dipole asymmetry.
Introduction
There are indications of dipole asymmetry in the cosmic microwave background (CMB) map as reported by PLANCK [1, 2] , see also [3] . There are debates on how significant these asymmetries are as were critically reviewed in WMAP reports [4] . For example, there were earlier suggestions of the detection of quadrupole asymmetry in WMAP data but later analysis demonstrated that the systematic errors can address the apparent source of quadrupole asymmetry [5] . Therefore, while looking for theoretical explanations of the source of dipole asymmetry, one has to allow for the possibility that there may exist systematic errors which can cause the dipole asymmetry on the CMB map. It is expected that the second year PLANCK data with new results on polarizations and more data analysis can provide further clues about the reality of the current observed dipole asymmetry.
Having the above discussion in mind, we consider the dipole asymmetry as an observed and real phenomenon. A phenomenologically useful way to parameterize the observed hemispherical asymmetry in the comoving curvature perturbation power spectrum P R (k) on the CMB is
where P iso is the isotropic power spectrum and A(k) denotes the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry. In addition, the direction of anisotropy is shown byp and x cmb represents the comoving distance to the surface of last scattering. In the simplest with a scale free asymmetry, i.e. A(k) = A, the above asymmetric power spectrum translates to the following CMB temperature anisotropy ∆T (n) = ∆T iso (1 + Ap ·n) ,
in whichn is the direction of observation. The recent data from PLANCK observations indicates a detection of dipole asymmetry with the amplitude A = 0.072 ± 0.022 for ℓ < 64. In addition, the best fit for the anisotropy direction is (l, b) = (227, −27) [1] . Note that this hemispherical asymmetry does not survive at smaller scales and it practically vanishes at ℓ > 600. There are also tight constraints on such asymmetry at sub-CMB scales from e.g. quasar observations [6] , etc. This suggests a scale dependent asymmetry A(k). Our main goal in this article is to propose a mechanism fo such scale-dependent asymmetry. One particular theoretical suggestion for the source of dipole asymmetry is the idea of superhorizon long mode modulation [7, 8, 9] . Historically, the effects of super-horizon modes on cosmological parameters were also investigated by Grishchuk and Zel'dovich [10] . In this view, our observed universe may be part of a very large "super universe". For some unknown reasons, it is possible that one long mode is excited in this super universe with an amplitude much larger than the observed COBE normalization R ∼ 10 −5 on the CMB scales. An observer in our observable patch does not have access to the wave-like nature of this perturbation. Instead, for an observer localized in our Hubble patch this very long mode causes small changes in the background quantities such as the value of the background inflaton field or the total number of inflationary e-folds. This in turn yields a dipole asymmetry which may be viewed as the source of observed dipole asymmetry. This idea has attracted considerable interests [11, 12, 13, 14] , see also [15] In order for the super-horizon long mode modulation to generate observable dipole asymmetry one requires a large coupling between the large mode, with wavenumber denoted by k L , and the smaller CMB scale modes: non-Gaussianity in squeezed limit, i.e. in the limit in which one mode has a wavelength much larger than the other two. This rings the bells in many ways. First, from the recent PLANCK observations there is no detection of the primordial nonGaussianity [16] , so a priori it is non-trivial how one may get large dipole amplitude. Secondly, for single field models of inflation, the amplitude of non-Gaussianity in the squeezed limit, here denoted by f NL , is subject to the non-Gaussianity consistency condition [17, 18] f NL ∼ n R − 1 in which n R is the tilt of P R . With n R ≃ 0.96 from the CMB observations, f NL in standard single field inflation is too small to generate the observed dipole asymmetry. This have been demonstrated in a model independent way in [12] .
To bypass this difficulty, one has to break the non-Gaussianity consistency relation. The simplest approach is to employ multiple field models of inflation where non-negligible f NL can be generated [9, 11] . Another approach is to consider non-attractor models, where the curvature perturbation is not frozen on large scales so that f NL becomes large [19] . Once the system reaches the attractor limit f NL becomes negligible. This built-in scale-dependence of f NL helps to quickly diminish the dipole asymmetry on sub-CMB scales such as on quasar scales [6, 20] , see also [21] . Alternatively, if one starts with the non-vacuum initial states during inflation, large f NL can be generated in the squeezed limit [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . Usually it is assumed that inflation starts with a Minkowski or Bunch-Davies (BD) initial condition. This is the case if inflation lasts for a long period in the past. However, it is possible that universe may experience a transient period before inflation starts, or there were phase transitions or particle creations at the start of inflation. Then, it is natural to consider a generalized, non-BD initial condition. In this article we consider how starting with a non-BD initial condition can help to produce large scale-dependent dipole asymmetry. In addition, we will show that non-BD initial condition can induce an enhancement on the amplitude of super-horizon long mode which is responsible for the asymmetry. This helps to obtain observable asymmetry at the CMB scales. Note, however, that arbitrary non-BD states may not be compatible with the current observations and, even if so, may not lead to observational non-Gaussian signatures [27] . We do not aim at constructing explicit non-BD states that survive observational and theoretical constraints, but present generic results that can be applied to viable non-BD cases.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the results obtained in [12, 13] relating A to f NL for a generic single field model. In Section 3 we study a generic single field model of inflation with a non-BD initial condition which can yield large f NL with nontrivial shape. In Section 4 we present the CMB constraints and predictions for the amplitude and the shape of dipole asymmetry with a non-BD initial condition. In Section 5 we conclude.
Hemispherical asymmetry and non-Gaussianity
In this section, we briefly review the relation between the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry and non-linear parameter f NL . We mostly follow [12, 13] .
Our aim is to parametrize the effects of the long mode k L on the CMB modes k as given in (1) . The fractional change due to the long wavelength modulation on the power spectrum is then
where
Meanwhile, considering the three-point correlation function in the squeezed limit, with k 1 and k 2 denoting CMB scale modes, gives
This is the key equation for our analysis below. Intuitively this equation means that, as long as the small scales perturbations are concerned, the effect of a large scale perturbation is just a rescaling of the background scale factor. This is motivated from the fact that the small scale perturbations can not probe the spatial variations associated with the long wavelength mode. This is the case if the long wavelength mode is larger than the Hubble patch of the CMB scale modes. One important assumption for the validity of the above relation is that the whole three-point correlation is generated when the long mode has left the horizon, i.e. after it becomes classical. That is, there is no correlation between modes when the long mode and hence the small modes are all deep inside the horizon. This latter condition may be violated in models of non-BD initial conditions in which there is a finite ultraviolet (UV) initial time cutoff in the model. As a result, in order for the above relation to be valid, we consider non-BD models in which the initial time cutoff is set to infinity, corresponding to the case in which all modes oscillate rapidly deep inside the horizon, canceling all sub-horizon correlations. Another key assumption for the validity of (4) is that there is only one degree of freedom encoded in R, so there is no other source of perturbation. This line of thought was used in [18, 28] to calculate the amplitude of the non-Gaussianity in squeezed limit and to check the non-Gaussianity consistency condition for single field inflation models. Equipped with (4) we can relate the amplitude of dipole asymmetry A to the non-linear parameter f NL as follows. Let us define the bispectrum
Comparing with (4), we obtain
Combining (6) and (7) we obtain
in which it is understood that k = k 1 = k 2 represents to the (small) CMB-scale perturbations.
Since the effects of the long mode modulation is considered as a directional modification of the power spectrum, it is convenient to write the above equation as
Comparing this equation with (3), we finally obtain the following formula for A:
We can proceed further under the assumption that there exists a single large super-horizon model R L with the amplitude P L and the comoving wavenumber k L ,
Then, we have
Now using this into (10), we obtain
This is the consistency condition obtained in [12, 13] . Note that this formula applies for all models of inflation in which the curvature perturbation has a single source such as in single field models. This relation was first obtained in [11] for the special case of curvaton model. One comment is in order before we discuss the consistency (13) . In writing (11), we assume that our observed universe is part of a much larger universe, i.e. a large box universe in the view of [29] with the large super-horizon mode R L being superimposed in our observable universe. In this view, the quantum fluctuations of R associated with the small-scale perturbations inside this large box, k ≫ k L , are treated as random statistical variables. In this picture the size of our observed Universe is given by H −1 0 in which H 0 is the current Hubble constant but the long mode which causes the modulation has the wavelength λ L ≫ H −1 0 . Suppose, for our small CMB-scale modes k, we work in the Fourier space with the volume V . For this picture to be consistent, the volume of the Fourier space should be bigger than H −1 0 but smaller than λ L so the following hierarchy is at work:
In order to use (13) for the practical purpose, one has to eliminate the combination
. This is necessary in order for perturbations to be under control. Secondly, one has to check the constraints from the quadrupole Q 2 and octupole Q 3 [8] . It turns out that the quadrupole imposes a tighter constraint [8, 11] and after eliminating the combination k L x cmb P 1/2 L using these constraints one obtain [11] |A| 0.02
In order to obtain an asymmetry consistent with the PLANCK observation we need |A| = 0.07 ± 0.02. For single field slow roll models of inflation we have f NL ∼ n R − 1 ∼ −0.04 and in turn A ∼ 10 −3 from (15), which is too small to explain the observed hemispherical asymmetry. As a result, (15) indicates that in order to have large observable hemispherical asymmetry one has to violate the non-Gaussianity consistency condition. There are two known mechanism for this. One is to consider non-attractor models in which the curvature perturbation is evolving on super-horizon scale. This results in large f NL which in turn yields observable value for A as studied in [12] . The other is to consider a non-vacuum initial state, i.e. a non-BD initial condition. It is known that for non-BD initial condition one can obtain large f NL . In addition, the non-Gaussianity has a non-trivial shape. In the following Sections we study the effects of non-BD initial condition in generating hemispherical asymmetry.
3 Non-Gaussianity from general initial state
In this Section we study single field models of inflation with a non-BD initial condition which can violate the non-Gaussianity consistency condition and generate large dipole asymmetry.
We consider a broad class of models of inflation with a non-standard kinetic energy. When building an inflation model, usually the kinetic term is canonically normalized and the potential is set free. This is however not necessarily the only possibility. In many models originated from e.g. string theory, we expect corrections to the canonical kinetic term. These corrections include not only first derivatives ∂ µ φ but also higher order ones, such as φ which should however be suppressed by powers of the UV cutoff scale like the Planck mass m Pl . Thus, we consider the matter Lagrangian of the general form
with X ≡ −g µν ∂ µ φ∂ ν φ/2. For canonical case, P = X − V . This action includes a large class of models and situations, such as k-inflation [30] , Dirac-Born-Infeld inflation [22, 31] , effective single field model with heavy fields being integrated out [32] and so on.
The quadratic action of the curvature perturbation R is then specified by defining the "speed of sound" c s additionally,
where P X ≡ dP/dX, and is written as
in which a is the background scale factor and ǫ ≡ −Ḣ/H 2 is the slow-roll parameter.
General initial state
Let us look at the curvature perturbation R in Fourier space as a quantum operator,
in which a k and a † k are the usual annihilation and the creation operators, R k (η) is the mode function of the curvature perturbation and dη = dt/a is the conformal time. For the BD initial condition, the mode function solution at leading order in the slow-roll approximation is given by
A good method to obtain a generalized non-vacuum initial state is to perform a Bogoliubov transformation on the BD vacuum so the mode function is given by
where the coefficients C k and D k are subject to the normalization
In this view, the Minkowski or BD initial condition is given by C k = 1 and D k = 0. Furthermore, a non-zero D k can be viewed as the presence of additional particle state with the number density N k per momentum interval given by
The important question is what are the physical constraints on the Bogoliubov coefficients C k and D k . There are some simple constraints which should be implemented when considering non-BD initial condition [23] . One important requirement is that the total energy density associate with the non-BD fluctuations to be finite. To see this, suppose we interpret the non-BD initial state as the state in which there are particle excitations with the number density N k given by (23) . As a result the number density of the quanta in the proper unit volume is
Adding up the energy associated with these modes, their contribution in energy density should remain finite so d 3 k kN k converges. This can be satisfied if N k = O(1/k 4+δ ) with δ > 0 in the UV region. One can interpret this as the renormalizability condition. The second, stronger requirement is that the back-reaction from the non-BD excited states do not stop inflation, which implies that
Finally, one should make sure that the non-BD fluctuations do not change the near scaleinvariant shape of P R . The change in the tilt of power spectrum, δn R , induced from the non-BD fluctuations is [26] 
From the PLANCK data we have n R ≃ 0.96 so the change in δn R can be at most at the order of few percent.
Non-linear parameter
The leading order cubic action for R is given by [22] 
Here, Σ ≡ ǫm [17] the bispectrum is quite complicated, as we have now many combinations of D k 's. However we can obtain more simplified expression if we take the squeezed limit, k 1 ≈ k 2 and k 3 ≪ k 1 , k 2 which is actually what we need as demonstrated in (4) . After some calculations, using the leading order power spectrum
we find
where C i = C k i and D i = D k i , and we have neglected sub-leading terms not boosted by 1/k 3 . If we consider the canonical single field case where c s = 1 and λ = s = u = 0, we can recover the result with the BD initial condition [26] . From the normalization (22), we can generally parametrize C k and D k as
with the phase difference defined by θ k ≡ α k − β k . Setting C 1 = C 2 and D 1 = D 2 in the squeezed limit k 1 ≈ k 2 , i.e. χ 1 ≈ χ 2 and θ 1 ≈ θ 2 , the shape function of the bispectrum is
In addition, from (23), we can write sinh χ k = √ N k and cosh χ k = √ N k + 1. Now using (7) we obtain our final result for f NL with the non-BD initial condition as
We can see that even if the slow-roll parameters are nearly constant, still non-trivial scaledependence of f NL can follow from the second line of the above equation. Note that the above results in the squeezed limit have been obtained when we set k 3 ≪ k 1 , k 2 but kept k 3 to be large enough to satisfy the limit −k 3 η 0 ≫ 1. This is required for the consistency of our bispectrum analysis. In the exact squeezed limit in which k 3 → 0 arbitrarily, the above results do not hold and f NL in this limit reduces to the one predicted by the consistency relation, as indicated in [25, 26] .
The shape of f NL presented in (32) is too complicated to be studied in general situations. For our analysis of the CMB constraints in next section we consider some simple and physically well-motivated parameterization of the mode number N k and the phase θ k . One convenient modeling is [23] 
in which N 0 is a number and k c may be related to the UV cutoff of the theory M at the initial time of inflation η 0 ≡ −1/k 0 via k c = a(η 0 )M. As for the phase θ k = kη 0 , there are two approaches. One option is to take η 0 to be fixed as a preferred initial time deep in the UV region. This means that θ k linearly depends on k. The second is to keep θ k fixed for all modes. We study the predictions of both options in the next section.
In order for the back-reaction from the exited non-BD states does not destroy the slow-roll inflation we need [23] √ N 0 ≤ √ ǫm Pl H/M 2 . For the effective field theory description of inflation to be valid one requires that H < M. In addition, the cutoff M is natural to be much smaller than m Pl . Therefore, one can easily obtain N 0 > 1 while satisfying all physical constraints from the non-BD initial conditions. As a an example, suppose M ∼ 10 −6 m Pl , H ∼ 10 −8 m Pl and ǫ ∼ 10 −2 , then N 0 10 6 . It is worth to mention here an interesting property of the model, i.e. the scale-dependence of the power spectrum as given in (27) . Note that for k ≫ k c , N k = |D k | 2 → 0 resulting in standard power spectrum with BD initial condition. On the other hand, for k < k c we have a rather large effect from non-BD state enhancing the power spectrum. This interesting observation naturally predicts an enhanced super-horizon long mode, P L ≫ P R (k cmb ), which is necessary for generating observable asymmetry [11] . For this aim, one can consider the cutoff scale such that k L < k c ≪ k cmb so one restores the scale invariance of power spectrum at CMB scales while, at the same time, obtains an enhancement for long mode R L . See Figure 1 for an illustration of this prediction of the model. Note that the scale-dependence in power spectrum as well as in non-linearity has the same origin, i.e. the specific scale-dependence of N k in (33) . As we shall see in the next section, the induced scale-dependence in f NL from N k also leads to a scale-dependent hemispherical asymmetry. The behavior of the power spectrum with non-BD initial condition. For sufficiently small scales we recover the standard scale invariant power spectrum whereas there is a large enhancement on large super-horizon scales. The solid line is for θ k = k/k 0 while the dashed line is for θ k = π/4. We have also set k 0 = k c /10 and N 0 = 10.
CMB analysis and constraints
In Section 2 we have obtained the relation between f NL and the amplitude of dipole asymmetry. Now we consider the CMB constraints on the model parameters. Our main goal is to check whether or not the amplitude of asymmetry decays on small scales in real space. As mentioned before, there are strong observational constraints from the sub-CMB scales on the amplitude of dipole asymmetry. For example from the absence of dipole asymmetry in quasars number counts [6] one concludes that A 10 −2 at the scales k ∼ Mpc −1 . In addition, investigating the CMB map on small scales indicates no dipole asymmetry with the upper bound A 10 −3 for ℓ > 600. Therefore, any theory which can predict dipole asymmetry on ℓ < 64 as observed from PLANCK data should also provide a mechanism for the amplitude of dipole asymmetry to decay quickly on smaller angular scales. This calls for a non-trivial scale-dependent f NL . Our main goal here therefore is to see whether or not the non-trivial f NL obtained in (32) has the right properties to give large dipole amplitude on ℓ < 64 while decaying rapidly for ℓ > 600.
It is convenient to separate the k-dependence in f NL from its overall amplitude. Assuming that the slow-roll parameters do not have non-trivial scale dependence, we may define the amplitude M and the shape function S such that f NL ≡ MS, with M and S corresponding to the first and second line of (32), respectively. Then (10) can be written as
With this convention, in the most conservative case with P 1/2 L ≃ 10 −5 and assuming that k L corresponds to a scale not much larger than the CMB scale, we haveĀ ∼ 10 −5 /c 2 s so one can enhance A by reducing the sound speed. As we shall see below, in order to obtain observable dipole asymmetry we needĀ ∼ 10 −2 − 10 −1 . This can easily be obtained if we take c 2 s ∼ 10 −3 − 10 −2 which is consistent with the PLANCK constraint on non-BD initial condition which generate large non-Gaussianity in folded region as well as in squeezed limit [16] . It is worthwhile to note that we are not forced to satisfy the tight constraints on local nonGaussianity since our model predicts a quite different shape, though both local and non-BD non-Gaussianities have a peak at squeezed limit. That is why we do not need a largely enhanced long mode, in contrast to previous models with local non-Gaussianity. However, as another interesting possibility one can set c s to a larger value, so that f NL is reduced, but assume a large amplitude for R L . As we have already discussed, this enhancement can easily happen in our model due to the specific properties for non-BD initial conditions.
In order to investigate the effects of the scale-dependence of f NL in the CMB power spectrum, it is useful to consider from (1) the extremum power spectrum in the presence of the asymmetry,
which happens when the direction of observation is aligned to k L . From this power spectrum one can compute the observable CMB power spectrum C ℓ . If the scale-dependence of the asymmetry is appropriate from observational point of view, the deviation of C ℓ from the standard ΛCDM case must decay for sufficiently large ℓ. In the presence of a hemispherical asymmetry, after computing C ℓ from (35), we can decompose the total power spectrum into two pieces
where ∆C ℓ is the correction to the power spectrum due to the asymmetry and C 0 ℓ is the ΛCDM power spectrum. The scale-dependent amplitude of asymmetry on the CMB temperature anisotropy can be parametrized by [9] 
By this definition, we can also define the effective amplitude of asymmetry on scales in the range 2 < ℓ < ℓ max = 64,
where the prefactor comes from the fact that there are 2ℓ + 1 independent modes for each ℓ. With this convention, B reduces to the scale independent amplitude A if K ℓ is scale independent, consistent with the parameterization of asymmetry in Fourier space
With these discussions, now we present the CMB predictions of the model. We employ the phenomenological parameterization for N k as given in (33) . As for the phase θ k , as we already discussed, we consider both options, i.e. the constant phase and linear scale dependence.
In Figure 2 we have presented the case in which −η 0 = 1/k 0 is fixed so θ k linearly depends on k. There are two important features. First, for large k, the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry vanishes exponentially. This can easily account for the absence of dipole asymmetries in CMB power spectrum for large ℓ as discussed before. The second feature is that due to the scaledependence of θ k the amplitude of dipole asymmetry oscillates with scales. Both of these predictions can be tested in a careful CMB map investigation. In Figure 3 we have presented the second case in which θ 0 is fixed for all modes. As expected, there is no oscillation in dipole amplitude. However, as in the previous case, the amplitude of dipole asymmetry falls off exponentially. As in previous case, these predictions for the dipole asymmetry can be tested in CMB maps.
Until now we have assumed that a single super-horizon mode was invoked as the source of dipole asymmetry. Alternatively, one may assume a continuum of modes in the range k IR < k L < k cmb all contribute in which k IR represents the infrared cutoff of the inflationary model. In the light of [29] , k IR may be related to the size of the large box universes
where the average is performed over the fictitious large box where R L is taken. Then, this reads the first spectral moment and the rest of the analysis will go parallel to single mode modulation case. Notice, however, that to generate a sizable asymmetry we need a coherent variation of all the super-horizon modes in the large box: in general each mode will interfere each other, reducing the amplitude of the resulting asymmetry. result large observable hemispherical asymmetry is generated from the long mode modulation with a non-BD initial condition.
We have shown that the amplitude of the dipole asymmetry exponentially falls off on large ℓ which can easily address the lack of hemispherical asymmetry on ℓ > 600 as well as sub-CMB scales. In addition, depending on the nature of the non-BD vacuum, oscillatory features show up in the amplitude of dipole asymmetry which can be tested in a careful CMB map study. Interestingly, the non-BD initial condition provides a natural mechanism to enhance the amplitude of the super-horizon mode compared to the CMB-scale modes. This is usually put by hand in simple models with no dynamical explanation.
It is worth mentioning that there are additional constraints from the CMB dipole, quadrupole and octupole moments which have to be imposed in model parameters as in [9] . These constraints usually put upper bound on the variation of the long mode within our Hubble patch, i.e. the combination k L x cmb P 1/2 L which appears in (13) . This means that to be able to obtain the observed hemispherical asymmetry, we need to increase B to a large enough value. This can be easily done by reducing the sound speed since there is no tight constraint on c s in this model, as we discussed before. Having this said, an accurate calculation of low ℓ multipoles is beyond the scope of this article. Note that in our approach we have started from power spectrum, not the curvature perturbation itself, so it is not straightforward to calculate multipoles.
Final remarks are in order on the primordial tensor perturbation. There are evidences for the detection of the primordial gravitational waves by the BICEP2 observations [33] . Interestingly, it was proposed in [34] that the hemispherical asymmetry in gravitational waves may be behind the apparent tension between the BICEP2 and PLANCK observations. This is in the light of proposal in [13] in which it is predicted that a hemispherical asymmetry from the long mode modulation in curvature perturbation power spectrum also induces a hemispherical asymmetry in tensor perturbations. It will be very interesting to investigate the proposals from [13, 34] to see whether or not the dipole asymmetry in primordial power spectra is behind the apparent tension between the BICEP2 and PLANCK observations (see also [35] which employed the non-BD initial condition to address the tension between the BICEP2 and PLANCK observations). In addition, if the upcoming PLANCK data-release observes the hemispherical asymmetry in tensor mode it will provide a strong support for the idea of long mode modulation and the concept that the observed universe itself is a part of a much larger inflationary universe which can be detected only indirectly such as from the effects of long mode modulation.
